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Almost commonplace
F

ive-axis machining is today available
to the UK’s everyman. It hasn’t
happened overnight.
According to information on the
CAMplete Solutions’ website, a company
that has close to 20 years of experience
in 5-axis machining and machine
simulation, the origin is in 1958. In fact,
Camplete is repeating Golden E. Herrin,
who wrote an in-depth article outlining
the history of 5-axis machining in 1995.
He is the generally quoted source, in
fact, and says that in 1958, the United
States Air Force awarded Cincinnati
Milacron “a contract to build and test an
electric tracing of a 5-axis vertical mill to
determine its feasibility”. Of course,
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long ago serve to underline how important
this technology remains, even as it
becomes almost commonplace.
In support of the programming and
use of such machines, there has been
parallel development in software, too.
These make the complex programming
and simulation of 5-axis machines, if not
push-button, very much less challenging.
All that said, the march of technology
continues into a new age of production
possibilities. Included in this supplement
alongside 5-axis machining and
programming case studies we have
one of the first industrial use cases of
combined, single-platform 5-axis additive
and subtractive machining. ■

it was in the 1950s that numerical control
(NC) of machine tools got started and
the former’s development is very much
predicated on the latter’s.
The link to the defence industry was
a key driver of development in the early
years, with 5-axis machinery an important
technology that was, and remains, subject
to export controls by various Western
governments, due to ‘dual use’ concerns
– weapons’ production potential. It is
possible to search the web and find
breaches of such controls reported.
This is a bit academic to users in the
UK, where they have unrestricted access
to the highest levels of 5-axis machining
technology, but export breaches of not so
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Restormel Machine has progressed to 5-axis
machining, supported by XYZ Machine Tools

What’s the angle?
While some are still setting out on their 5-axis journey, others are adding to their machine ﬂeet.
We have news of installations involving XYZ, Hurco, Hermle, Brother and FANUC equipment

R

estormel Machine of Cornwall has
installed its third XYZ 710 vertical
machining centre (https://is.gd/
kufaha), but the first boasting full 5-axis
capability. Says managing director Barry
Kennett “Five-axis was definitely the
next step for us, but with the pressure
on space and our experience, going with
the 710 VMC with a Lehmann 2-axis
unit [Avon CNC Services, https://is.gd/
amidal] fitted was the right move. This
met our immediate requirements and has
also opened other opportunities to bring
in 5-axis work. Additionally, while the
move to 5-axis was a learning curve,
it has also encouraged us to review
existing work that we machine using
3- and 4-axis machines. The result is that
we are finding significant improvements
on cycle times.”
For example, a part that was
machined on a combination of 3- and
4-axis machines had a total cycle time
across the two set-ups of 2.5 hours. By
transferring this to the XYZ 710 VMC
with the Lehmann 2-axis unit, this was
cut to just 50 minutes. In addition to
improved machining times, having the
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additional axes also allows single set-up
machining to be carried out, bringing
additional productivity gains, with work in
progress reduced, as parts are not
waiting around for the next operation.
“Having this capability has definitely
helped us to not only secure existing
contracts, but to win new business,”
Kennett reports.

CONTROL MITIGATES SKILLS ISSUE
Another benefit of choosing the XYZ 710
VMC is the Siemens 840D ShopMill
Control, which helps mitigate skills
issues that many businesses struggle
with, including Restormel Machine.
A conversational unit, it offers easy-tounderstand prompts that aid creation of
simple and complex programs in the
background. “The control is so easy to
use and straightforward enough that our
operators are able to switch from other
machines using different control makes.
So confident in it are we that the
machine is operated on a regular basis
by one of our apprentices, who is using it
to advance his skills-set. When he is not
at college, he is setting, programming (in

5 axes) and operating the machine
without any issues whatsoever.”
The XYZ 710 VMC installed at
Restormel Machine features axis travels
of 710 by 450 by 500 mm in X, Y and Z,
and a table size of 760 by 430 mm,
which the company makes full use of by
having multiple set-ups on the table at
any one time.
Birmingham-based subcontractor
Summit Patternmaking has installed its
second 5-axis machining centre, a Hurco
VMX42SRTi B-axis machine (https://
is.gd/utebev), delivered at the end of
May. Already a user of 3-axis Hurco
models, the company is involved in the
production of models and patterns for
vehicle interiors, which account for twothirds of turnover, while gauges, jigs,
fixtures and tools for the automotive and
aerospace supply chains are also part of
the mix.
Says Summit Patternmaking director
Duncan Willetts: “We carry out a lot of
5-axis machining of automotive
replication gauges and also of Formula
One race car parts.
“Apart from needing more capacity,
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we were looking for a bigger working
volume to cope with larger parts and a
more robust machine to process more
dense model boards, as well as alloys.”
He believes that the 7.5 tonne Hurco
machining centre with its 35 kW/119
Nm spindle he has chosen is ideal for
these applications. Provision of the fifth
CNC axis via a ± 90° swivelling spindle
head, rather than a trunnion, was
favoured, as it provides a larger working
volume, right up to 1,067 by 610 by
610 mm for 3-axis work.
Willets opted for the Hurco machines
after researching other, more expensive
5-axis models. Tolerances held at the
Birmingham factory are typically ± 0.05
mm and these are easily achieved on
Hurco 5-axis machines.
Cambridgeshire-based Encocam has
installed two Mikron HEM 700U 5-axis
machining centres from GF Machining
Solutions (https://is.gd/nofata) at its
Stonehill Engineering division. The
machines have X, Y and Z ravels of 700
by 600 by 500 mm and are being used
to machine a diverse range of high
precision components and mould tools
for the company’s internal and external
customers, although mostly for
Encocam’s largest division, Cellbond.
Cellbond develops, manufactures and
supplies passive safety testing products
(crash test dummies) and equipment to
the global automotive market. The
business exports 92% of its products to
markets including Japan, China, Korea,
India, Malaysia, the USA and Europe,
and received the Queen’s Award for
Enterprise: International Trade in 2017.
Already a 5-axis machine tool user,
the investment follows a review of
Stonehill’s capacity and capability and
whether the current position was
satisfactory to meet future customer
demand for Cellbond crash test
dummies, including spare and
replacement parts.
Says David Sheahan, Encocam’s
purchasing and supply manager: “We
could see that our existing 5-axis
machine, whilst still performing
satisfactorily, was a little long in tooth
and that its onboard capabilities and
functionality had been superseded by
newer models on the market.”
Encocam approached GF Machining
Solutions, who had previously supplied it
with two high performance Mikron VCE
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Pro 3-axis machining centres, to discuss
plans and requirements, with investment
in the first Mikron HEM 700U following in
June 2017. Such was its performance
and reliability that a second machine
was ordered and installed in November
of the same year.
Concludes Sheahan: “Since being
installed, the HEM 700U machines
haven’t missed a beat. They have been
more than instrumental in us helping to
ramp up production and to meet demand
for machined precision parts from both
our internal and external customers.”

MILL-TURN VERSUS TURN-MILL
At subcontract machinists Plalite in
Sittingbourne, Kent, £3 million has been
invested in capital equipment across
three years. Included were two Japanesebuilt Speedio M140X2 30-taper mill-turn
centres from Brother, supplied by sole
UK agent Whitehouse Machine Tools
(https://is.gd/iyiqug). The first of the
5-axis machines with 200 by 440 by
305 mm travels in X, Y and Z, was
installed in mid-2017 and proved so
successful that a second was added six
months later.
Plalite undertakes a lot of work that
requires both milling and turning

operations, so the multi-tasking
capability of the M140X2s was
attractive, as was their compact
footprint. Tony Bess, Plalite director,
explains: “On the Brother machines, the
number of operations needed to produce
a part is minimised, there are no
concentricity issues, blending is perfect
and the tolerances we are able to hold
allow us to quote very accurate work.”
And short set-up times are maintained
by using milling cutter back-ends and the
adoption of Lang (Thame Workholding,
https://is.gd/fahawo) zero-point quickchange fixturing.
Asked why he opted for machining
centres with turning capability, rather
than bar automatics having live tooling,
for one-hit production of what are often
predominantly rotational parts, Bess
says: “With a turn-mill machine you get
low milling capacity and a limited number
of tools – compared with the 22 stations
in the Brother turret – added to which
driven tool heads on lathes lack rigidity,
which tends to cause vibration.
“With a mill-turn machine you get
quick, very productive prismatic
machining capability, all the tools are in
taper holders that are much more rigid,
particularly with simultaneous face-

The Summit Patternmaking sale was concluded at MACH 2018.
L-R: Colin Brice, sales, Hurco Europe; Duncan Willetts, director, Summit
Patternmaking; Carl Jukes, Dean White and Richard Smith, managers at Summit
Patternmaking; David Waghorn, managing director, Hurco Europe
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A mould tool for crash test dummies. Since being installed, the
Mikron HEM 700U machines (inset) “haven’t missed a beat”,
says Encocam’s David Sheahan (p5)

contact in the case of the M140X2
30-taper spindle, set-up is a lot quicker
and we suffer no issues when trying to
hold tolerance.
“There are few restrictions on turning
capability, as the direct-drive C-axis
accelerates in a third of a second from
zero to a maximum of 2,000 rpm, which
is a third the speed of a typical lathe but
sufficient for many of the jobs we
produce. If higher revs are needed for
turning a particular component, we
simply put it on a lathe instead.”
And he concludes: “We engineer parts
differently for production on the
M140X2s to optimise productivity.
Cutting strategies are altered and milling
routines adapted, with more trochoidal
milling for example, when a machining
centre is used rather than a lathe.
“Provided it is the right kind of millturned part, each process route is highly
productive on the two Brother machines,
making us more competitive. We have
certainly won new work on the basis of
buying them.”
Moving to the 5-axis processing of
non-metals and the technology has its
applications here, too. Dalau in Clactonon-Sea is the largest specialist supplier
and machinists of plastics in the UK,
milling and turning such materials
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exclusively. It places exacting
requirements on the purchase of
machine tools.
The company has opted for Hermle
5-axis machining centres, having
selected this brand from a list of no less
than 18 potential suppliers. Installed in
September last year, a C 250 model with
600 by 550 by 450 mm travels in X, Y
and Z has been modified to accept
vacuum workholding fixtures. The
machine was supplied by the German
manufacturer’s UK sales and service
agent, Geo Kingsbury Machine Tools
(https://is.gd/qopere), which also carried
out machine customisation.

The Hermle installation is part of a
£1 million spend on machine tools at the
Clacton factory within the past year to
cope with a steep increase in demand
for Dalau’s machined components
across numerous industries. They
include automotive and medical, as well
as the semiconductor sector, particularly
in the US and Germany. The expansion
has seen the number of 5-axis machining
centres increase to six, the appointment
of two extra programmers and a move to
double-shift operation.
Explains production manager Ben
Bonds: “Floor space is limited here and
so is the roof height. The Hermle C 250
machining centre offered generous axis
travels of 600, 550 and 450 mm in a
compact footprint and just fitted in below
the ceiling by a matter of inches.
“It was also advantageous that the
optional Hermle tool magazine extension
we ordered for increasing the number of
cutters from 30 to 80 comes as a
separate unit, which simplified
transportation up a ramp and through
a narrow opening.
“Problems during automatic tool
change are one of the biggest causes
of downtime here, so we were keen to
avoid machines with a swing-arm
toolchanger.
“In contrast, the Hermle ATC system,
where the spindle travels through a
shutter door at the back of the machine
and picks the tool directly from the
magazine, has proved to be very
reliable.”
Another box ticked by the C 250 was
the ability of the magazine to
accommodate 300 mm tools, with such
long cutters necessary for producing
many of Dalau’s components.

Two Brother M140X2s at Plalite
support mill-turning; they are preferred
to turn-mills, in fact
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“The first FANUC Robodrill, a T14iB,
arrived in 2002 with a fourth-axis Nikken
rotary unit, which was fantastic. We then
bought a used FANUC machine and we
had the FANUC engineers do some work
on the machine to keep it up to the
required specifications. We kept that
machine for five years. Now, we’ve
invested in the new high powered 5-axis
Robodrill D21MiA5 and it’s outstanding.”
And while he praises the previous
FANUC machines’ speed and reliability,
this latest investment is improving even
on that performance.

BREAKDOWNS, NEVER
Plastics machining specialist Dalau had its new Hermle C 250 model modiﬁed to
accept vacuum workholding ﬁxtures by supplier Geo Kingsbury

The machine’s trunnion-mounted
rotary table configuration is preferred
over 5-axis designs that employ either a
swivelling spindle head or knuckle-type
movement of the table. Compared with
the latter B-C arrangement, Bonds says
that an A-C trunnion has the advantage
of providing better visibility of the
workpiece through the large window at
the front of the machine when the table
is tilted – the swivel range being ± 115°.
Spindle power is not an issue, in the
5-axis shop at Clacton, the load drawn by
the spindle motors never exceeds 5%.

PTFE PUMP BODIES
The C 250 is currently devoted to finish
machining a family of PTFE pump bodies
that have been roughed on another of
the 5-axis machines. Four or five
operations are required to complete the
machining operations in total cycle times
of between three and four hours. An airconditioned environment held at 21°C
ensures that tolerances down to ± 0.05
mm can be held easily, despite the
tendency for plastics to distort during
machining.
The four-part assemblies into which
these components go are delivered to a
US customer specialising in
manufacturing equipment for the
semiconductor industry. Indeed, fourfifths of the shop’s output is exported to
long-standing customers in the US,
where Dalau has had a sales subsidiary
since 1990, in New Hampshire.
Scott Simpson, 5-axis team leader at
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the factory, concludes: “We opted for an
18,000 rpm spindle rather than the
standard 15,000 rpm version to enable
high material removal rates; and the
6 m/s2 acceleration to 35 m/min rapids
ensures short idle times between cuts.”
At Harlow-based TK Fabrications, now
under third generation family ownership,
high-end machine tools are filling up its
new factory. The latest acquisition is a
FANUC Robodrill D21MiA5 5-axis
machining centre (https://is.gd/ematin)
offering 3+2 machining, as there is no
requirement for full 5-axis simultaneous
movements. The machine has 500 by
400 by 330 mm travels in X, Y and Z.
The company exclusively machines
plastic and composite materials,
anything from prototype to 1000+ batch
runs that are supplied to customers
around the UK, Europe, China, Malaysia
and the USA. FANUC has been
supporting the growth of the subcontract
company since 2002.
Recalling the introduction to FANUC,
company director Sam Howlett says:

TK Fabrications
supports FANUC’s reliability claims

Howlett explains further: “Throughout our
ongoing growth period, FANUC has
helped our small business to save
money, telling us we didn’t need a
service contract because the machines
don’t breakdown. They were 100% right.
After all these years, the machines have
never broken down. We’ve had FANUC
come in and do some work, such as
lowering a machine after putting a
Microloc [https://is.gd/oranut] unit on.
They have also done some other retrofit
work, but never a breakdown.”
“In the last year, we manufactured
over 155,000 components with 98%
delivered on-time and the remaining 2%
delivered early. FANUC machines play a
considerable role in achieving these
statistics by never failing us. Any
machine tool failure would be detrimental
to these statistics.”
And of the latest machine he says:
“The new FANUC Robodrill D21MiA5 is
swallowing work from the other machines
on our shopfloor. Its giving us more
capacity throughout the factory and this
is because the new Robodrill is so much
faster than our existing plant list.”
He examples a plastic component
that has a total machining time of
2 minutes 53 seconds, including drilling
a 170 mm deep hole and rotating the
part to a secondary set-up for machining
all faces. This was previously machined
in six minutes on another machine, so
cycle times have been cut by over 50%.
Another rectangular plastic part
machined is clamped with two Lang vices
(Thame Workholding, https://is.gd/
fahawo) and drilled to a depth of 300
mm. Machined in less than five minutes
on the new machine, previously it took
more than 20 minutes. ■
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Alitech Precision says
that of the CADCAM
packages investigated,
Open Mind’s hyperMILL
was the only real
solution for its needs

Toolpath
tribulations
Motorsport machinist opts for Open Mind’s hyperMILL and a Taiwanese ﬁrm’s move into 5-axis
machining is supported by Siemens NX. Plus, 5-axis software industry and product news in brief

A

litech Precision is a subcontract
design, concept delivery and
manufacturing company that
specialises in the motorsport industry.
When the subcontract manufacturer
purchased its first 5-axis CNC machining
centre, it opted for CAM software from
Open Mind Technologies (https://is.gd/
gatuno).
Located in Silverstone, home of
the world-famous race circuit, Alitech
Precision opened its doors three years
ago, with a Haas VF2SS machining centre
(https://is.gd/ajenug) and a 3-axis CAM
package supporting its activities. It has
acquired another two Haas machines, a
larger bed VF4SS with a fourth-axis rotary
table and, more recently, a Haas DM2
high speed machining centre. The 3-axis
CAM package served the company well,
although had limitations with fourth-axis
machining, but its weaknesses were fully
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exposed when the company installed a
5-axis Spinner U-620 vertical machining
centre capable of fully simultaneous
5-axis machining, supplied by Whitehouse
Machine Tools (https://is.gd/iyiqug).
Driven to upgrade its CAM software
by necessity and after reviewing the
numerous packages, the only feasible
choice was hyperMILL from Open Mind
Technologies. Specialising in the design
of motorsport solutions and taking
concepts through design to manufacture
in the shortest possible time, the
company works with everything from high
performance road cars to F1 teams in the
local vicinity of the ‘motorsport valley’.
Explains Alitech Precision managing
director Darren Cudd: “We tend to be the
company that customers call when they
have left their designs a little bit late for
manufacture. We step in and make sure
the parts and vehicles are ready to go,

whether it’s for the roads, the test track,
the race circuit or the F1 teams. Service
and response times are critical to our
business and that is why we invest in
high-end technology like hyperMILL from
Open Mind.
“From the word go, we knew we’d
be doing a lot of simultaneous 5-axis
machining, as opposed to 3+2 cutting.
We narrowed down our selection to three
possible suppliers. What shone out
above all else was hyperMILL’s full 5-axis
capabilities; it was certainly better than
the other two packages. Additionally, the
standard ‘out of the box’ package from
Open Mind was far more comprehensive
than alternative systems. We found that
standard features in hyperMILL were
chargeable and expensive bolt-ons with
other suppliers.”
But even before the U-620 Spinner
machine and hyperMILL, the company
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was considering a high-end system, says
Cudd: “We were machining a complicated
engine block and with the time invested
in programming the job, we wanted to be
sure the program was correct before the
job went on the machine table. With our
previous CAM solution, the simulation
and collision detection were not really at
the level we needed.
“This engine block was designed in
house, so there was over 100 hours of
design hours and another 100+ hours
of programming with our previous CAM
system. Putting so much time into an
engine block and not being confident
in the anti-collision credentials justifies
buying hyperMILL. Calculation times are
massively reduced and in the case of
this engine block hyperMILL has reduced
programming by at least 50%. Collision
checking is a critical factor. Now, we can
put the full CAD model on the machine
and if hyperMILL says the model is good,
we know we can machine with complete
confidence.”

competition in which the majority of
products have a very short lifecycle and,
as is often the case, your products will
be weeded out faster, even though your
machining technology is better.”
So even though Shikun’s business
was stable, even booming, for large-scale
gear machining orders from Formosa
Heavy Industries Corp, an aggressive
upgrade and entry into the professional
markets of large workpieces and special
gear machining was initiated. That was
the main driver the shift to 5-axis machine
tools in 2015.
This decision then showed
weaknesses in the company’s separate
CAD and CAM software. Says Zeng Lvjin:
“The original CAD and CAM software
came from different suppliers and could
not be synchronised and integrated, so
when we needed to make a large number
of design changes, it would often take us
a lot of time to reset the [NC] programs.”
Apart from that, there were other issues
with the CAM system’s 3D machining
capabilities that involved incomplete

toolpaths, poor rest milling calculations,
simulation was inaccurate and machined
surfaces poor. And since the original
software supplier had no practical 5-axis
post-processing experience for turning
and milling, Shikun was concerned it
would probably have no one to turn to
should problems be encountered.
The company turned to local Siemens
NX reseller CADEX Technology and even
postponed the new machine tool’s
delivery so as to learn to use the software
and make sure the 5-axis machine
tool could be put to good use. CADEX
Technology was able to teach Shigun
how to use and integrate its new Solid
Edge CAD system and NX CAM quickly,
and support the company to resolve any
practical problems. Solid Edge was easily
able to inherit the legacy archives of its
previous SolidWorks package. Says Zeng
Lvji: “We were able to complete go-live
and run the machine tool on our own just
one month after the course.”
Shikun uses NX CAM to generate
the complete machining process

COLLISION CHECK CONFIDENCE
He underlines this latter point by
exampling a billet turbo manifold
that required two 40 mm diameter
oval shaped port holes with a curved
machining depth beyond 200 mm. ITCsupplied Lollipop cutters (https://is.gd/
etamit) of 8 mm diameter were employed,
protruding 70 mm out of a slim 80 mm
heat-shrink toolholder extension with
a 75 mm long back-end configuration.
hyperMILL modelled the complete work
envelope and detected collisions – the
heat-shrink holder is often as close as
0.25 mm to the port walls.
In Taiwan, a company has jumped
from being a 3-axis machining operation
to a 5-axis one at a single leap, in an
effort to differentiate itself from the
crowd. It is using Siemens NX software
(https://is.gd/nadoko) to complement
its investment in Mazak 5-axis equipment
(https://is.gd/otocah).
Shikun Enterprise’s Zeng Lvjin, elder
son of founder Zeng Zhenxiong and head
of the machining business, explains:
“The reality is that the machining industry
has entered the Red Ocean stage, in
which there is a defined market, defined
competitors and a typical way to run a
business. It is analogous to an ocean
where the sharks are fighting each other
for the same prey, involving price-cutting
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Shikun moved into 5-axis
machining to up its game
and required better
CADCAM software to
support it; Siemens NX
was the CAM
package chosen,
tightly integrated
with Solid Edge
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using comprehensive NC programming
capabilities to drive mills, lathes and
5-axis machines. Using a digital twin of
the machines, fixtures and workpiece,
the company can simulate and optimise
machining processes. This eliminates
errors in production and increases
machine uptime, while Shikun estimates
machining time has been reduced by
about 70%.
Comparing the results before and after
adopting the new solution from Siemens,
NX CAM has helped Shikun substantially
improve its machining quality. For

milling and turning, the software’s
double precision calculation feature
supports optimal surface machining,
while the synchronised layout of point
groups improves surface precision, it is
emphasised.
As an example of what it can achieve
with its new software and machine tool,
Shikun points to a traditional plastic
pellets’ grinder. Usual approaches are
subject to high scrap rates and hot
hardness. With NX CAM, Shikun has
improved the overall machining path,
enhanced the synchronous modelling

efficiency and increased assembling
precision by eliminating interference.
Coupled with plug-in third party GearTrax,
it can even process special gear designs.
“Some customers would even come to
our factory, discuss the 3D part models
and make changes immediately whenever
necessary. Using the integrated CADCAM
solution from Siemens, these design
changes automatically propagate to all
the assembly components and machining
processes,” says Zeng Lvjin, who believes
that both Shikun and its customers have
greatly improved their quality. ■

Five-axis CADCAM news & developments in brief
■ Engineering Technology Group (ETG) now offers Canadian
software firm CAMplete Solutions’ software for post-processing,
simulation and optimisation across the UK and Ireland. For
almost 20 years, CAMplete Solutions has been specialising
in the development of advanced NC post-processing and
verification solutions dedicated to 5-axis and multi-tasking
technology. CAMplete can support ETG’s Nakamura-Tome,
Chiron, Hardinge Bridgeport, Quaser and Bavius brands.

https://is.gd/howuca
■ PowerMILL 2019 incorporates ‘Automatic Tool Tilting’, which
makes it easier to avoid collisions and near misses on 5-axis
machines (see online demo: https://is.gd/qegiji). And read this
primer from Autodesk on 5-axis machining and mould making https://is.gd/itedun.
■ For Tebis release
6.0, new and optimised
functions in 5-axis
simultaneous milling
are a highlight, taking
in: highly efficient
adaptive and contour
parallel roughing
strategies; simple, fast
machining of connected
Tebis R6.0 boasts improved
milling areas in
5-axis capabilities
isoparametric surface
layout; and integrated
tilt direction preview when milling between vectors.

https://is.gd/iveren
■ With a balance of new features and interface enhancements,
GibbsCAM 12 delivers a CAM solution that is perfect for both
seasoned users and new programmers, says the company.
GibbsCAM 12 introduces a modern, updated interface that is
designed to increase user efficiency and improve the entire user
experience. Five-axis programming is part of the mix.

and G-code simulation that results in savings of up to 35%
in NC programming and machine cycle time. In addition,
reprogramming of parts for a new target CNC machine are
eliminated, meaning manufacturers are free to choose
whatever machine makes most sense at a given time. (Desktop
Engineering, https://is.gd/orukuq)
■ One of the first companies to use the ModuleWorks collision
avoidance system (CAS) is Huron (Fortron UK, https://is.gd/
meziga). The ModuleWorks CAS is integrated into the Huron
PreciPROTECT collision avoidance system – ModuleWorks
components run directly in the Siemens Sinumerik 840D SL
CNC control and enable Huron to provide real-time collision
avoidance for its new K3X8-Five and 0KX50L 5-axis vertical
machines. Because it runs on the controller, ModuleWorks
CAS takes the real axis positions, machine geometries and
workpiece position to provide full-scene verification and clash
detection during the milling and turning process in all operating
modes, including jog mode, to minimise the risk of expensive
machine damage and downtime and optimise the machining
process.
■ ModuleWorks and fellow German firm Zeiss, a leading firm in
optics and optoelectronics, have combined conventional CAM
features and the requirements of ultra-precision machining in
a single CADCAM software solution. Offering 6-axis control,
the new software is powered by the ModuleWorks 64-bit ultraprecision kernel. https://is.gd/jeguzu
ModuleWorks and Huron
CAS2 – Huron is the
one of the ﬁrst users of
ModuleWorks’ collision
avoidance system

https://is.gd/ginute
■ ICAM Adaptive Post-Processing is said to be a unique
technology that changes traditional CNC programming
methodology by creating an integrated environment for the
independent steps of post-processing, toolpath optimisation
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FIVE-AXIS MACHINING SUPPLEMENT
HYBRID ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING & MILLING

Hybrid solution

Sultzer also sees additve
manufacturing as a solution to
the repair of turbine blades, for
example

The combination of additive manufacturing and 5-axis subtractive machining is already reality, although
case studies of its application are very thin on the ground. Andrew Allcock has details of one

S

ulzer, a worldwide leading provider
of turnkey pumping solutions and
maintenance services for rotating
equipment, headquartered in Switzerland,
is employing hybrid laser metal deposition
(LMD – laser-melted blown powder)
and 5-axis milling in the production of
impellers. As the company’s development
engineer Robin Rettberg explains: “To
date, the best way to produce closed
pump impellers has been to use casting
technologies, because of their unique
geometry. Features such as a high
wrapping angle and twist of the blades
lead to high performance when pumping
common fluids like water or oil. This
optimised geometry does not allow the
internals of an impeller to be machined
from a forged material. The restricted
access for tools prevents use of classic,
subtractive manufacturing technologies
like milling or electric discharge machining,
without compromising the original impeller
geometry. Casting was – up to now – the
traditional way to manufacture closed
impellers.”
Even with state-of-the-art casting
technologies, there are risks of defects on
the surface and inside the metal and of
fair but sub-optimal surface quality and
geometry, he goes on. These issues
affect the overall performance of the part
and determine the extent of post-casting
manufacturing costs – such as surface
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treatment and balancing. The average lead
time for casting is about 35 days. With socalled rapid casting technologies, this can
be reduced to around 25 days. But Sulzer
is convinced that it will be able to achieve
the ambitious goal of producing high
quality stainless steel closed impellers
within 48 hours in the future.
Of course, says Rettberg, hybrid
manufacturing is neither limited to
impellers alone nor to single materials.
Therefore, future developments aim to
use hybrid manufacturing for other pump

components or to use different materials
within one part.
One example of the use of different
materials is the application of a wearresistant coating via LMD during the
manufacturing process. Such a coating
could be applied in the relevant impeller
areas to replace an impeller wear ring.
“The hybrid manufacturing method has big
potential for cost-effective manufacturing in
our industry and will find its way into most
fabrication halls of Sulzer,” concludes
Rettberg. ■

Sulzer’s patent-pending hybrid production process for a closed impeller starts with
a small wrought billet (Step 1), which is machined to its ﬁnal geometry with 5-axis
milling operations (Step 2). This milling step is only possible because the radial
dimension of this core part is smaller than the size of the ﬁnal impeller. Thus, all
channels are accessible with milling tools. When the impeller core is ﬁnished, the
remaining geometry for the ﬁnal impeller is radially built up via LMD. The added
material is later milled to the ﬁnal geometry and surface quality. Depending on tool
accessibility, this additive step with subsequent ﬁnal machining can be repeated
several times in order to grow the impeller radially to its ﬁnal diameter (Step 3).
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FIVE-AXIS MACHINING SUPPLEMENT
ITALIAN SPECIALIST HAS NEW UK AGENT

MCM now
more accessible

Since the founding of MCM in
1978, 85% of its machines have
been supplied as part of ﬂexible
manufacturing systems

RK International Machine Tools is now Italy’s MCM’s strategic partner for the UK & Ireland for the
latter’s 4- and 5-axis machining centres and ﬂexible manufacturing systems. With aerospace a key area,
MCM’s attendance at the recent Farnborough International Airshow is spoken of positively

S

ays Stefano Tirelli, sales area
manager, MCM: “Farnborough
is a very important exhibition for
MCM, as about 60% of our machines
and systems are sold into the aerospace
sector. The partnership with RK
International Machine Tools [https://
is.gd/akecub] allowed us to get our
message across at the airshow and I am
confident that our two businesses will
grow together as a result.”
RK International Machine Tools’
staff were present throughout the show
to support MCM and this relationship
generated a high level of interest in
the machines and systems available,
which extend from single machines with
automation, through to complex multiple
machine flexible manufacturing systems.
“One of MCM’s major strength points is
the fact that we design and manufacture
everything in house, including the system
management software (jFMX). This
gives us an ideal platform to provide the
customisation that our customers require,
resulting in the optimal solution for every
production need,” emphasises Tirelli.
MCM machines are installed in a wide
variety of customers, from subcontractors
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through to Tier 1 and OEM customers,
with success around the world.
Interestingly, since the founding of
MCM in 1978, 85% of its machines
have been supplied as part of flexible
manufacturing systems. The UK, and
its important aerospace sector, is
one territory that continues to provide
opportunities that this partnership will
develop. The tie-up with RK International
Machine Tools benefits MCM through
the UK company’s extensive knowledge
and experience of the UK & Ireland
manufacturing sector. It will also give
customers a more direct contact for any
enquiries, customer service and support.
“Our machines and FMS systems
can be very complicated, so it was vital
for us to develop business within the
One 5-axis machine from the range is
the Tank G 5AX TH 1600. With X, Y and
Z strokes of 1,600, 1,500 and 1,8502,000 mm, pallet dimensions are 800 by
1,000 mm or 1,000 by 1,000 mm. A-axis
tilt is +80/-95° via one of three heads
that offer varying A-axis rotation
speed (20, 35 or 40 rpm) and
torque (8.7, 3.6 or 10 kN)
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UK to have a local presence and one
that understands our technology,” Tirelli
asserts. “As we saw at the Farnborough
International Airshow, this partnership will
result in closer ties with the UK & Ireland,
and from the excellent enquiries that we
generated together, I am confident that
we will be delivering our first machines to
the UK in the very near future.”
MCM’s machines range in size from
800 mm cube machining capacity of the
Clock series to over 6,000 mm cube
for the largest Jet Five machines, with
manufacturing undertaken by its 300-plus
employees at its three Piacenza factories.
“We were approached by MCM
at MACH and we were immediately
impressed by the levels of technology
and automation that they can bring to
the aerospace sector in particular,”
says Simon Rood, director and general
manager, RK International
Machine Tools. “The success
of our joint networking efforts
at Farnborough gives me the
confidence that we have chosen
a machine tool manufacturer of
the highest quality to
partner with.” ■
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FIVE-AXIS MACHINING SUPPLEMENT
SLIDING-HEAD TECHNOLOGY IN THE RUNNING

Sliding-head
developments

Citizen Machinery’s Cincom D25-VIII is
a true 5-axis simultaneous machining
platform

Citizen Machinery’s Cincom D25-VIII is a true 5-axis simultaneous machining platform that beneﬁts from
the ﬂexibility of Citizen’s latest Cincom operating system with 15” touch-screen and qwerty keyboard
he Cincom D25-VIII (https://is.gd/
sileﬁ) has greater flexibility for
setting, having 10 axes (nine plus
135° B-axis swivel). In addition, further
advances in the machine’s operational
functions through the simultaneous true
5-axis control ensure areas such as the
contact angle of each engaged cutting
tool and the component is maintained
during the production of complex
cycles, with other benefits that include
improvements to surface finish, reduced
cycle times and extended tool life.
Further advantages gained with 5-axis
simultaneous control and the swivelling
B-axis are that contouring can be carried
out plus, for example, slanted holes can
easily be drilled at different angles. There
is also a 3D chamfering function to tackle
both the outside and inside of cross holes
to a uniform standard, using interpolating
movements of X, Y and Z axes.
Operational flexibility of the 25 mm

T
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bar capacity Cincom D2-VIII is maximised
for complex cycles by its capacity for 59
tools plus the advantage gained from a
removable guide bush for more economic
material usage on shorter components
up to 2.5xD component length. With the
guidebush in place, a machining length of
up to 250 mm is supported.

NOT VERTICALLY CHALLENGED
Two double-gang vertical toolposts, each
with X, Y and Z axes, face each other
horizontally to aid the suppression of
thermal displacement. One toolpost
carries the B-axis that is capable of both
front and back machining. In addition,
there is a back toolpost and opposite
toolpost.
The 0 to 135° swivelling B-axis is
incorporated within the first X1, Y1, Z1
gang toolpost and is capable of holding
four double-sided driven spindles to
service both the main and sub-spindles.
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In addition, a second X2, Y2, Z2 gang
toolpost is able to work independently
or simultaneously with the X1, Y1, Z1
toolpost to overlap, for instance, rough
or finish turning operations or apply, in
unison, drilling- or milling-based cycles.
A tilt spindle is also fitted to toolpost two,
which can be set manually.
A Y3 back toolpost axis has one
fixed or three driven tools having 45°
manual adjustment for face, radial or
angle machining, while the opposite X3,
Z3 toolpost is positioned alongside the
sub-spindle to provide a further two fixed
tool positions. There is also an option
available to enable the drilling of deep
holes up to 100 mm in depth.
Main spindle power is 5.5 kW and
the sub-spindle is 3.7 kW. Both have
a maximum speed of 10,000 rpm.
Gang-held driven tools are 2.2 kW with
maximum speeds of 9,000 rpm and back
driven tool speeds are 6,000 rpm. ■
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